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GENERAL IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This short section must be read for proper operation.
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METRÓNOMOS (2018)

BY RAFAEL LOZANO-HEMMER

Technique

Rope, steel, carbon fiber, LCD displays, actuators. Approximate weight of a sculpture is 23kg.

Description

Una instalación cinética de 8 horas invertidas que se mueven levemente al ritmo de
estadísticas mundiales sobre las violaciones a los derechos humanos. La frecuencia de oscilación
de cada horca depende de la estadística que representa: desde el temblor casi constante de los
desplazados o deportados, uno cada segundo, hasta el infrecuente pero brutal movimiento de la
horca con cada ejecución de pena capital, una cada cinco horas.

Cada horca contiene el desgarrador ritmo de un baremo diferente, para poder hacer tangible
la frecuencia con la que los derechos humanos son violados. Asesinatos, muertes civiles por
conflicto armado, tráfico de personas, esclavitud, deportaciones, encarcelamientos, pena de
muerte, tortura y agresiones sexuales son las estadísticas elegidas para crear este lúgubre coro
de esculturas activadas por datos estadísticos.

El proyecto de Metrónomos está inspirado en la visión del arquitecto, profesor e inventor
Richard Buckminster Fuller, que defendió la necesidad de visualizar problemas a escala planetaria,
primer paso para afrontarlos. En una sociedad globalizada inundada de datos, esta pieza usa
estrategias antropomórficas y simbólicas para hacer conciencia sobre la incidencia de la infamia.

Please contact the Studio for the English version of the artwork description, if required.

Operation

Please refer to Appendix I - Installation for detailed information and wiring diagram.

1. Connect each sculpture to electrical power using the power supplies and cables
provided.

2. Turn on each sculpture using the power switch on the LCD display found at the base of
the ropes, beneath the plinth, as shown in the photo below. The rope should begin
oscillating or swaying after a few seconds.
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3. If one or several of the sculptures do not turn on, first make sure that they are properly
connected to a power source. Once that is verified, try turning the piece on again. If the
sculpture still does not turn on, please refer to the preliminary troubleshooting steps
section.

Maintenance

Cleaning

To clean the ropes, use a clean toothbrush and softly brush the rope in one direction, only
until the dust and/or the stain disappears.

If the stain does not come out, use ANC Pull Out 2 spray cleaner. When using this product,
make sure to wear nitrile gloves, a mask with proper filters for particles, and a pair of safety
glasses as you want to avoid any contact between the spray, your eyes, and your skin. Make sure
you use the product in a very well-ventilated area.

Shake the ANC Pull Out 2 and spray lightly onto the affected area in a circular motion. Use
compressed air if it is available; aim the air hose at the treated area and, from a distance of about
two feet (60 cm), very gently spray the treated area until a white crusty powder appears. Wait a
few seconds for full absorption (the stain should rise to the top of the powder), then, with a heavy
force of air, blow off the remaining residue.

If compressed air is not available, spray the cleaner as described above. Wait until a crusty
white powder appears (typically 5-10 minutes), then brush off the residue using a clean, dry
toothbrush. The stain should disappear at this point. Repeat if necessary.
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Use ANC Pull Out 2 cleaning product ONLY when necessary. Never use water or any liquid
soap or any other cleaner that requires wetting the rope.

To clean the plinths, use a damp and clean cotton rag and gently rub the affected area until
the stain or blemish disappears. If the stain persists, use a sponge and gently scrub the stain until
it goes away, while being careful not to remove the paint. Dry the surface with a clean cotton rag.

Fixing and Replacing

Each time a sculpture needs to be fixed or replaced, please cover the spine of the sculpture
in plastic before taking it off the base to not dirty or damage the rope surface. To do this, first turn
off the motor and then proceed to wrap the sculpture. The plastic is necessary; it will protect the
sculpture while you are handling it. Please refer to foam panels and covers section for pictures and
further instructions.

Placement Instructions

Important Note: Please wear gloves at all times while handling the artwork. The rope and
the plinth are very susceptible to marks and dirt.

1. Start by marking the placement of each sculpture on the floor with painters tape.
Carefully place the bases on these marked locations.

2. Attach the power supplies to each sculpture. First, attach the wires from the
sculpture bases to the power supplies using the screw terminals, as shown in the
photo below. Then, attach a power cable to each power supply, also shown in the
photo below.
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3. Place the foam around the metal base before handling the ropes (refer to the
section about foam panels and covers.) The metal plinths need to be installed at the
same time as the ropes.

4. Insert the ropes in the sculptures’ bases. This step requires four people, and
everyone should be wearing gloves at all times. Two people handle the rope while
the two others keep the box above the structure. Again, refer to the section about
foam panels and covers for pictures and instructions. To insert the rope into the
support bracket:

First, line up the carbon fibre rod (poking through the end of the rope) with
the hole at the top of the base, then insert it carefully. The second person
should kneel and guide the rod through the hole, into the actuator bracket
underneath the plinth (as shown in the photo below).

Throughout the process, make sure that both of the people holding the
metal plinth keep it straight, without leaning on the rope.

Once the rope is properly inserted in place, slowly lower the metal plinth
atop of the frame. Make sure the foam is securely in place.
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5. Once the rope is in place, adjust the height of the sculpture using a laser level. The
height of each sculpture should be about 198 cm (from the top of the noose to the
top of the plinth.)

To adjust the height, simply unscrew the stop clamp ring, located at the end of the
rope, then bring it to the correct height and screw the clamp back in place. Make
sure the screw sticking out of the stop clamp is centred between the two stoppers
coming out of the metal arch. Make sure that the carbon fibre rod is at least 5 mm
away from touching the bottom of the metal base. Consult the following photos
illustrating this.
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6. Once the height of each sculpture has been adjusted, make sure all the sculptures
(including both the plinths and the ropes) are aligned. You may need to make some
adjustments to the individual pieces, depending on the straightness of the floor.

7. Plug each sculpture into a power source. Consult the wiring diagram if needed.

8. Finally, after verifying that all the sculptures are swaying according to the correct
frequency, or beat-per-hour, close off the plinth. Place the foam into the gap, then
place the removable cover onto the back of the plinth, align the magnets, and press
gently into place. See the following photos for reference.
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DETAILED TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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Normal Software Operation

When the software starts up, the LCD display will light up and show the following message:

Once the software boots, the sculptures will go to their point of reference, which should be
perfectly perpendicular to the floor. At this point, the display shows a countdown describing the
duration (in seconds) of the actuators’ movement; as the actuators move in-and-out, the ropes will
sway according to this predetermined rhythm.

Manual Software Calibration

In the event that some adjustments need to be made to the rhythm of the ropes’
movements, you will need to access the software. You can access the menu by pressing on the
knob found on the right of the display, as shown below.
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After pressing the knob, you’ll have access to the software menu.

Here, you will see four options displayed: set beats per hour, see motor on time, see motor
speed and RETURN. The only option available for adjustments is set beats per hour.

BPH/Beats per hour allows you to change the frequency of swaying of the rope. For
example, if you want the rope to sway every 4 seconds, you would set the BPH to 900, by
calculating the beats per hour (there are 3600 seconds in an hour, which, divided by 4, gives you
900.) This is the number you should set this parameter to.
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Statistics

The following table lists the statistical data used to set up the frequency, or beats-per-hour,
of each sculpture. (Based on 2019 statistical data.)

Metrónomo #1 Desplazamiento
forzado

22.40 por minuto 1344
Pulsaciones por
hora

Cada 2-3
segundos

Metrónomo #2 Asesinato 0.85 por minuto 51 Pulsaciones
por hora

Cada 70-71
segundos

Metrónomo #3 Crímenes contra
el medio
ambiente

14.40 por minuto 864 Pulsaciones
por hora

Cada 4
segundos

Metrónomo #4 Extermino por
pobreza

57.07 por minuto 3424
Pulsaciones por
hora

Cada 1 segundo

Metrónomo #5 Esclavitud 18.53 por minuto 1112
Pulsaciones por
hora

Cada 3
segundos

Metrónomo #6 Desaparicion
forzada

0.0039 por
minuto

1 Pulsaciones
por hora

Cada 3600
segundos

Metrónomo #7 Violencia sexual 17.12 por minuto 1027
Pulsaciones por
hora

Cada 4
segundos

Metrónomo #8 Tortura y tratos
crueles

11.42 por minuto 685 Pulsaciones
por hora

Cada 5
segundos
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Preliminary Troubleshooting Steps

IMPORTANT NOTE: Each time the rope has to be taken out of the structure for
troubleshooting, the entire rope surface needs to be covered in wrapping plastic. Please wear
gloves at all times.

The rope is not swaying.

If the rope is not swaying, it could be caused by two things. First, check that the metal rod
inside the rope is still properly inserted into the two circular metal bearings (see the photo below).
Before making sure that the rod is securely in place, first turn the sculpture off by flicking the
power switch.

If the rod is correctly in place, we might have an issue with the motor. The first thing to
check is if the display shows a value of 0 for the “Until” section and if the small LED near the limit
switch connector - bottom left of the board - is lit (consult the PCB section). In such a case, we
could try to fine tune the motor by retracting it a bit. To do so, flick the main switch Off, disconnect
the limit switch from the board, then flick the switch On, then press on the button located between
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the motor connector and the limit switch connector: the motor should retract a bit towards the
inside, in such case you shouldn’t move it more than 1 centimetre, but enough to have a gap
between the limit switch and the motor’s eyelet. At that point, flick the switch Off, reconnect the
limit switch to the board and flick the switch On again. The artwork should be back on track.

If the rod is correctly in place, and the rope is still not swaying, the motor might be dead. If
the actuator does not move at all, then there is no power from the motor. First, make sure that the
motor is still properly connected to the logic board (consult the Wiring Diagram). If the motor is
properly connected and is still not working, then it needs to be replaced. Please follow the motor
replacement procedure outlined in Appendix IV.

The rope is not straight.

As was the case for the rope not swaying, it may be that the rod is not properly inserted in
between the two bearings found inside the base. Check that the rod is still properly in place, and, if
the rope is still not straight, you might need to re-calibrate the XY axis. Refer to the Appendix I -
Installation section describing how to calibrate the axis.

The display is not turning on.

Make sure the display is properly connected to the power supply. Refer to the wiring
diagram.
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The back cover panel of the plinth fell off.

The panel is held in place with magnets. Ensure that the magnets are all aligned properly
when placing the panel onto the plinth.

The noose is crooked.

There are small metal rods inside the noose which help keep its circular shape. These
nooses are very delicate, therefore please contact the studio before manipulating the nooses.

The braided rope is loose.

To reduce any gaps between the rope strands, hold the rope below the coiled neck of the
noose and gently tighten it by moving downwards in the direction that the rope has been braided
until reaching the base of the rope.

If some gaps persist, stitch the strands together using the stitching thread provided
(Gütermann col #520) in an invisible stitch. See Appendix IV - Invisible Stitch for stitching
instructions. If glue is needed, only use Beacon FabricTac glue as it is a special glue for fibers
which dries clear and stays clear overtime. Glue should be used only as a last resource.
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Troubleshooting Assistance

Prior to contacting the Antimodular Studio with a problem about your artwork, please
ensure that you went through the preliminary troubleshooting steps outlined in the previous
section.

The troubleshooting process will vary depending on the problem. In order to make the
process easier, it is recommended that you collect and send the following information to the
studio:

● Date and time when the problem first happened;
● Description of the problem;
● Actions taken so far and conclusions;
● Detailed photographs (or videos) displaying the problem;
● Detailed photographs (or videos) of the suspected faulty component;
● Detailed photographs (or videos) of the whole artwork and its surroundings;
● Personnel involved.
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Support (Contact Us)

If you would like support for the piece, please feel free to call Lozano-Hemmer’s studio in
Canada:

Antimodular Research
4060 St-Laurent, studio 107
Montréal, Québec
H2W 1Y9 Canada
Tel 1-514-597-0917
Fax 1-514-597-2092
info@antimodular.com
www.antimodular.com
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APPENDIX I - INSTALLATION
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Description of Components

This artwork requires the following components:

Component Description

Rope with carbon fibre rod Four-strand twisted spun polypropylene rope. Wrapped
around a carbon fibre rod to create the noose component
of the sculpture. - (Specs in section Carbon Fiber Rod &
Rope)

Collar clamp Holding the Fiber rod at the right height, in the right
orientation. - (McMaster 9746T12)

Internal skeleton metal
frame

The steel frame hidden under the plinth, hosting the
actuator, the PCB, the mechanism and the power supply.
A balljoint (McMaster 60645K34) is welded on top to help
aligning the rod. - (Specs in section Internal Skeleton Metal
Frame Drawings & Foam Panels Drawings)

Plinth The shell hiding the skeleton. Within the plinth, we retrieve
foam blocks, supporting the internal metal frame.
(Specs in Plinth)

Magnets Four magnets hold the removable section of the plinth in
place. - (Specs in Magnets)

PCB Logic board, controlling the linear actuator and mechanism
of the artwork. (Parts listed in PCB)

Linear actuator Stroke electric linear actuator. Integrated into the base of
the piece, beneath the plinth. As the actuators move
in-and-out, the ropes will sway according to a
predetermined rhythm. - (Specs in Linear Actuator & Rod
end)

Limit switch Used to limit the movement of the rope - (Digikey
SW980-ND)

XY stage Allows a fine adjustment of the rope hosting point so the
rope stands vertically. - (XY Axis Manual Stage Sliding
Table Adjust Platform 40*40mm Travel
50*50mm/20*20mm /80*80mm)

Power supply 12VDC, 6 amps, open frame power supply.
(Digikey 285-1825-ND)
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Wiring Diagrams and Connections
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Foam Panels and Covers

1. Each sculpture requires four custom-cut foam panels to support the metal frame inside of
the plinth. Place the back panel and both side panels in place, so that they are squeezed
inside the metal frame. Keep the final foam panel closeby, but do not install it yet.

2. Wrap the spine of the sculpture in plastic before installing it, as shown in the photo below.
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3. Using the help of three people, bring the white cover over the metal frame. Insert the
sculpture inside the base and once it is securely in place (inside the actuator), lower the
base towards the floor slowly, trying not to crush the foam. Make sure the sides of the
cover do not get stuck in the foam panels. Wear gloves at all times.
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Calibrating the XY Axis

The XY axis is located at one end of the metal base. There are two knobs to adjust the axis,
as shown in the diagram below.

The knob on the left controls the back and forth motion of the actuator (illustrated here by a
left-right arrow) and the knob at the bottom controls the side-to-side motion of the actuator
(illustrated here by an up-down arrow). Turn the knobs clockwise and counterclockwise to move
the actuator base into its desired position.
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The goal is to align both bearings in a parallel position, so that the rod will be straight when
inserted into the base, as illustrated below.
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Using a level, adjust the XY axis until you get a 90° angle between the floor and the noose. It
is important to base your calibration on the noose and not the length of rope itself, as we want the
nooses to look centered and not all the sculptures are perfectly straight.
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APPENDIX II - TECHNICAL DATA SHEETS
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Internal Skeleton Metal Frame Drawings
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Assembly of the Main Base onto the Frame
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Assembly of the components onto the Main base (Subassembly 2)
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Assembly of the components onto the Subassembly 1
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Foam Panels Drawings
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Plinth

Steel Plinths
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Made in Mexico by Julio Arias
Tel. +52 1 55 3937 0189
cesarias@gmail.com
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PCB

Here’s a listing of the parts used in the PCB assembly:

Component Model Source Amount
in use

Hex standoffs M3 Nylon 6mm CBMFTS210A Digikey 4

SMD diode S5DC-FDICT-ND Digikey 1

PCB Custom design Antimodular 1

18 pins female header 8mm high Digikey 2

18 pins male header long pins Digikey 1

RGB backlight positive LCD 20x4
display

499 Adafruit 1

Hex standoffs M3 Nylon 10mm 36-25501-ND Digikey 2

12 pins female header 8mm high Digikey 2

12 pins male header long pins Digikey 2

Arduino Pro Micro 5V DEV-12640 Sparkfun 1

8 pins female header 8mm high Digikey 2

Pololu G2 High-Power Motor Driver
24v13

2991 Abra 1

Circular Power Connector - female
barrel on cord (2.1mm-5.5mm ID/OD)

CA-2185 Digikey 1

Circular Power Connector - male barrel
on PCB (2.1mm-5.5mm ID/OD)

839-1516-ND Digikey 1

Push Button 401-1139-ND Digikey 2

2 pin tyco connectors 2.54 pitch A121329-ND Digikey 1

2 pin tyco connectors 3.96 pitch A31296-ND Digikey 1

2 pin tyco header 2.54 pitch A1921-ND Digikey 1
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2 pin tyco header 3.96 pitch A24164-ND Digikey 1

SMD Resistor - 150 Ohms Digikey 1

SMD Resistor - 560 Ohms Digikey 1

SMD LEDs 160-1448-1-ND Digikey 2

On/Off Toggle Leaver Switch 432-1164-ND Digikey 1

DC DC 5V 1.5 amp converter 811-2196-5-ND Digikey 1

Resistor - Thru hole - 4.7 KOhms Digikey 1

Knob 377 Adafruit 1

And all this looks like while assembled:
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LCD Display

Grifo QTP 4x6-C4 Display Technical Information

Consult the Grifo Use Manual (http://www.grifo.com/MANUAL/uk_QTP4X6.PDF), if needed.
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Rope

Spun Polypropylene 4- strand PP2402
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Carbon Fibre Rod

Pultruded Unidirectional - 0.375” x 96” from Rock West Composites. Sku: 47311-L96.

OD 0.375”

WT 0554 lb

Application Bending/Tension

LG 96”

Materials Standard modulus carbon

Pattern Unidirectional

Shape Round

Solid OD 1 (Flat to flat) 0.000” - 0.099”

Tensile Strength 320 ksi / 2.34 GPa

Compressive strength 270 ksi / 1.90 GPa

Fiber Volume 65%

Matrix material Bisphenol Epoxy Vinyl Ester

Diameter tolerance +/- 0.007"
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Magnets

Type Neodymium

Size 50 x 19 x 4 mm

Strength 5000 Gauss

Supplier:

UNIMAN
Antonio Solis 147
Col. Obrera C.P. 06800, México D.F.
http://unimanimanes.com.mx/neodimio.html
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Linear Actuator

Available through Alibaba
(https://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/30mm-s-50-lbs-60-mm_60752404410.html?spm=a2756.order-de
tail-ta-ta-b.0.0.584a2fc2nVMCKj).
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Ball Joint Rod End

At the end of the linear actuator has been fitted an internally threaded oil-embedded ball
joint rod end (McMaster 6072K174). This piece is modified to be held by the linear actuator’s tip
assembly: an hole with a diameter of ⅜” (9,5mm) has been drilled ⅝” (16mm) away from the flat
end of the rod end.
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Spray Cleaner

ANC Pull Out 2
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APPENDIX III - REPLACING A MOTOR

First, disconnect the motor from the board. Carefully unplug the yellow connector shown
below.

Using a screwdriver, remove the four screws holding the motor to the base. Make sure to
hold the motor firmly while you unscrew the screws located on the sides, as shown below.
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Remove the motor from the metal frame very carefully, and be mindful of the fragile parts
surrounding the motor. The limit switch, located next to the end of the motor with the bearing, is
especially delicate. Lift the motor upwards first, then slide it out.
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The image below shows the limit switch and the very fragile coil circled in red. When the
motor is in place, the protruding part retracts inside the black switch casing, as shown in the
second photo below. If not careful, it can snap and break. Insert the new motor carefully and
secure it in place with the four screws.
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APPENDIX IV - INVISIBLE STITCH

To reduce any gaps between the rope strands, hold the rope below the coiled neck of the
noose and gently tighten it by moving downwards in the direction that the rope has been braided
until reaching the base of the rope.

If some gaps persist, stitch the strands together using the stitching thread provided
(Gütermann col #520) in an invisible stitch, as described below:

1. Tie a knot at the end of the thread.
2. Slip the threaded needle inside the rope to hide its knot.
3. Bring the needle out through the bottom edge of the rope strand.
4. Using the point of the needle, pick up just a few threads from the rope strand opposite

where the thread is coming from. (This is the tiny stitch that is marked by a dotted line in
the graphic below.)

5. Push the needle back into the opposite rope strand from where your thread is coming from.
6. The stitches should be 1/4″ (5mm) in length on average.
7. Repeat this process for the entire length of the gap that is being fixed.
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APPENDIX V - PROGRAMMING A PCB (SPARKFUN ARDUINO
ProMicro)

The following requires some basic knowledge about Arduinos: follow the steps at your
own risk.

To (re)program a PCB, you will need the following: a computer with Arduino software
installed, to install few Arduino libraries, the Sparkfun Board Manager set in Arduino and a USB A
to USB Micro cable.

Ensure the following:
1. Download and install the Arduino version 1.8.16 or newer (newer version might

introduce issues).
2. Within Arduino, go into Tools > Manage Libraries and install the following libraries:

Bounce2 v 2.52.0, LiquidCrystal v1.0.7, RotaryEncoder v1.1.0. *** See references
below.

3. Under Arduino > Preferences, locate the Additional Boards Manager URLs section and
add the following link: *** See references below.
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/sparkfun/Arduino_Boards/main/IDE_Board_Manager
/package_sparkfun_index.json

4. Detach the Sparkfun Arduino Pro Micro from the hosting PCB. Uploading a
firmware version onto it while being attached to the PCB will probably break the
Arduino.

5. Connect the Arduino to the computer with the USB A to USB micro cable.
6. In Arduino, under Tools > Boards, go pick the Sparkfun Boards > Sparkfun ProMicro.
7. Under Tools > Processor, select the 5V version.
8. Under Tools > Port, select USB connection linking the Arduino to the computer. You

might want to disconnect / reconnect the Arduino to notice the right port.
9. Under Tools > Programmer, select “Arduino as ISP (ATmega 32U4)”.
10. Open the metronomos_LCD.ino file provided to you. Once loaded in Arduino, it should

show several tabs including metronomos_LCD, build_version, encoderKnob, fastPWM,
lcd_display, motors, serial_receive, store_data.

11. First try to Verify the code, if it says at the bottom of the screen “Done compiling” with
no error in the console.

Good compilation will result like this
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Bad compilation will look like this(text may differ)
12. If previous step worked well, click on Upload and push the code to the Arduino.
13. Once it is uploaded, you can disconnect the Arduino from the computer, connect it back

to the PCB, without any USB cable connected to it, USB port facing towards bottom of
the board.

14.While all PCB connections are disconnected (actuator, switch), connect the PCB to the
power connector and flick the switch on. If screens load up to the point where it
displays metronomos vXX, speeds, stats and etc, you upload process is completed.

15. You can then proceed to use that PCB within a sculpture, connected to the power, the
actuator, the limit switch.

References:
1. Library Bounce2 v 2.52.0 (Thomas O Fredericks):

https://www.arduino.cc/reference/en/libraries/bounce2/
2. Library LiquidCrystal v1.0.7 (Arduino):

https://www.arduinolibraries.info/libraries/liquid-crystal
3. Library RotaryEncoder v1.1.0 (Matthias Hertel):

https://www.arduino.cc/reference/en/libraries/rotaryencoder/
4. If you can’t find the Sparkfun ProMicro board, odds are the Step4 - Board Manager

didn’t work well. Look at instructions provided by Sparkfun here:
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/qwiic-pro-micro-usb-c-atmega32u4-hookup-gu
ide#mac_linux_boardaddon
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